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The PSI PET-chemistry: Introduction 

P.A. Schubiger, Paul Scherrer Institute, Radiopharmacy Division, 
5232 Villigen-PSI, Switzerland 
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Target systems for PET-nuclides at PSI 

R. Schwarzbach, G. Reddy, J. Jegge and I. Huszâr 
Paul Scherrer Institute, Radiopharmacy Division, 5232 Villigen-PSI, 
Switzerland 

There are two Injector type accelerators with a proton energy of 
72 MeV for the production of radionuclides at PSI. The Injector I has 
been equipped for single targets whereas the Injector II with a target 
wheel so that single targets could be moved to the beam line with a 
target train. The following radionuclides are produced at PSI. 

Radionuclide 
ne 
150 
18F 

52pe (52mMn) 
72Se 
82Sr(82Rb) 
[124|]) 

Half-life 
20.38 min 

2.03 min 
109.8 min 

8.27 h 
8.5 d 

25.5 d 
4.15d 

For the production of these nuclides, appropriate target systems had 
to be developed for both beam stations. 

In this paper, only 18F-nuclide production processes will be dis
cussed. This nuclide could be produced with water, gas and solid 
targets by the following nuclear processes: 

1) 1BO(p,n)18F; 
2) 20Ne (p, x) «F ; 
3) 23Na (p, x) «F . 

1) 18F from 180-enriched Water: 18F-Fluoride is routinely produced 
by proton bombardment of 180-enriched water (1). The water target 
is made of silver and has an internal volume of 2.6 mL. It is pressure 
tight upto 8 bars. The target construction and operation has been 
discussed. A typical irradiation with an incident beam energy of ~15 
Mev at a beam current of 15 uA yields 60 mCi/uAh. The fluoride 
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thus produced is currently used for the production of NCA 
2-[18F]FDG and NCA 6-p8F]fluoro-L-dopa. 
2) 18F from Neon: A gas target made of pure nickel and with a 
volume of 64.0 mL is used for the production of 18F-F2. A two shoot 
protocol similar to that used at TRIUMF, Vancouver was employed 
(2). This consists of initial proton bombardment of neon, followed by 
proton bombardment of fluorine and neon mixture. In a typical two-
shoot protocol, an incident proton energy of 35 MeV at a beam 
current of 30 uA yields ~10 mCi/|iAh. 

3) 18F from Sodium: A solid target of sodium metal (6.5 g) in a 
target holder is used. At a beam current of 60 \xA (proton energy 
range 63.0 to 3S.5 MeV), the yield of 18F is 92 mCi/(iAh, comparable 
to the literature value (3). This mode of production was developed 
as an alternative to water target. The practical details of this mode of 
production will be presented. 

References: 

1) Huszâr I. and Weinreich R.; J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. 1985,93 
349-354. 

2) Ruth T.; Appl. Radiât Isot. 1985,36,107 -110. 
3) Lagunas-Solar M.C., Carvacho O.F. and Smith-Jones P.; Appl. 

Radiât. Isot. 1992, 43,1005-1011. 
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Rb-metal target development 

R.Pellikka. I.Huszâr, J.Jegge, R.Schwarzbach, P.Bläuenstein and 
P.A. Schubiger 
Paul Scherrer Institute, Radiopharmacy Division, 5232 Villigen-PSI, 
Switzerland 

Since the development of the rubidium chloride target for routine 
production of stromium-82 we have been working on the develop
ment of a rubidium metal target as an alternative to the salt target. 
Even though the filling and handling of the rubidium metal target is 
more difficult than that of a salt target, there are some important 
advantages; for instance, the calculated yield is higher by factor 1.4 
for a metal target than for a salt target under the equivalent 
bombardment conditions. Additionally it is possible to irradiate with a 
higher beam current because of the better heat conductivity of the 
pure metal. The increase of the yield was estimated to be about 
100%. 
A new target holder was constructed with a collimator and a beam 
indicator in order to have a better focusing of the proton beam. 
Moreover, the whole construction was done with regard to the high 
reactivity of metallic Rb in water. Care was taken to prevent any 
severe accident in case of a target rupture in the cooling water 
circuit. 
The stainless steel target capsule is filled with molten metallic rubi
dium under inert atmosphere and slightly elevated temperature. The 
targets are irradiated with protons of 72 MeV energy and a beam 
current of up to 100 nA resulting a total integrated current of up to 
3500 |iAh. 
The chemistry of the metal target is analogous to that of the salt 
target with one exception. Metallic rubidium must first be converted 
to rubidium alcoholate by dissolving the target material with n-buta-
nol and by completing the dissolution with ethanol. This alcoholate is 
further hydrolyzed with 5 N hydrochloric acid, evaporated to dryness 
and recovered with ammonia buffer pH 9.5. The rest of the target 
chemistry is analogous to the salt target chemistry; strontium is 
loaded on a Chelex-100 column, washed with the ammonia buffer 
and finally eluted with 0.1 N hydrochloric acid. During many short 
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irradiations different problems were recognized and solved, thus real 
routine production started in January this year. 
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52Fe and 52Fe/52mMn-generator 

P.Bläuenstein. R.Pellikka, I.Huszér, R.Schwarzbach, P.A.Schubiger 
Paul Scherrer Institute, Radiopharmacy Division, Villigen-PSI, 
Switzerland 

lron-52 is a radionuclide useful as parent nuclide for the 52Fe/52mMn 
generator and for studying biochemistry of iron based compounds. 
However, the high radiation dose caused by 52Fe (combined with 
52mMn) prevents widespread use. Additionally, 52mMn has very 
different chemical properties compared to 52Fe, which makes the 
analysis of the PET images rather difficult if both nuclides are 
present. The generator produced 52mMn can be used to study the 
pharmacokinetics and -dynamics and to gather information for the 
correction and interpretation of the "iron images". Moreover, this 
nuclide has been proposed for heart studies (1). 
Target irradiation and chemistry (2): 
Our target material is made of a 1 mm thick foil of natural nickel, 
which is cut into squares of 320 mm2. These small plates are 
mounted in a target holder and irradiated with a proton beam at a 
current of 70 uA and an energy range of 68-54 MeV. In addition to 
52Fe some other nuclides are produced and identified: 59Fe, 55Co 
56co, 58Co, 56Ni. 
The irradiated Ni is dissolved under strong heating in 80 ml 7 M 
nitric acid. After evaporation to dryness and cooling the residue is 
dissolved in 6 M hydrochloric acid and loaded on a Dowex 1x8 
(anion exchange resin) column, to which a carrier solution 
containing 1 g nickel chloride and 0.2 g cobalt chloride has been 
added. Manganese, cobalt and nickel are washed out with 4 M 
hydrochloric acid, lron-52 is finally eluted with 8 ml water. 
52pe/52mMn generator production and tests: 
An anion exchange column (Dowex 1x8, 100-200 mesh, 1x2.5 
cm) is prepared for the iron-manganese generator by filling and 
prewashing the resin and converting it to the tartrate form with 0.1 M 
potassium-sodium-tartrate. Excess tartrate is washed out with water. 
The iron stock solution is evaporated to dryness and dissolved in 
2 mM tartaric acid. This solution is loaded onto the Dowex column, 
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which is washed after loading with 40 ml water and kept wet, the 
yield of loading was generally more than 97%. 
We tried first to elute with 2 mM tartaric acid to prevent the disso
ciation of the iron tartrate complex, but tartaric acid caused a 
breakthrough. It seems that tartrate is able to displace iron tartrate 
from the column. The elution with physiological saline, would be very 
practical, because the eluate would be ready for injection. However, 
the result was again a breakthrough of 52Fe caused by chloride. A 
good yield of 52mMn and minimal breakthrough of 52Fe is obtained if 
the generator is eluted with pure water (fig.1). The main activity is 
collected in a volume of 1.5-2 ml (more than 95% is in a volume of 
5 ml). 
The elution yield varies between 60 and 80% and the breakthrough 
was 0.01% of 52Fe per ml of the eluate. These results are rather 
good, however the eluate being strongly hypotonic carries along 
some risks in practical use. Therefore the research goes on to find a 
solvent which is isotonic, injectable (nontoxic) and is able to elute 
52m(vjn without eluting 52Fe. Preliminary experiments show that a 
5% glucose solution may fulfil these requirements, further tests have 
to be carried out. Another part of this years work covers the design 
and construction of a shielding and eluting system, which allows 
work with this generator in a "medical" environment. 
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Fig.1: The 52Fe/52mMn generator was eluted with pure water at a 
flow rate of 2 ml/min About 60% of the activity is eluted 
within 1 min. 
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Experiences with the nucleophilic and electrophilic 
fluorination 

G.N. Reddy, H.-F. Beer. M. Häberli, P.A. Schubiger 
Paul Scherrer Institute, Radiopharmacy Division, 5232 Villigen-PSI, 
Switzerland 

6-[18F]-Fluorodopa is one of the basic tools to investigate the dopa
minergic system with PET. The tracer is usually synthesized by 
electrophilic substitution. However 18F is easily accessible as F" 
from the nuclear reaction 180(p,n)18F using 180-enriched water. 
Recently two synthetic approaches were published by Lemaire et al. 
to produce 6-[18F]-fluorodopa by nucleophilic substitution. The 
earlier phenyloxazolone method (fig. 1)was found to be useful for 
routine production. This labelling was shown to be very reliable but 
time consuming and results in the racemic mixture of the product. 
Because of subsequent enantiomerical separation a theoretical loss 
of 50% is expected but a practical recovery of only 30% was found. 
According to our knowledge it is the first time that this reaction is 
used for a routine production of f luorodopa. 

In comparison an electrophilic labelling would be faster and results 
without further purification in the wanted enantiomer. With the now 
available 20Ne(p,x)18F reaction the labelling of ïluorodopa using the 
demetallation approach proposed by Luxen et al. (fig. 2) can be 
performed in a much shorter time. 

Tab. 1 : Comparison between the nucleophilic and electrophilic 
approach 

steps 
purification 
time 

yield 

nucleoohilic 
nca 
3 

chiral separation 
3h 

removal of Cu 
111-222 MBq(n=22) 

3.5% 

electroDhilic 
carrier added 

2 
no chiral separation 

1.5h 
removal of Hg 

37-185 MBq(n=5) 
4-20% 
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Synthesis and quality control of 11C-Brofaromine 

S. M. Ametamev. H.-F. Beer, P. A. Schubiger 
Paul Scherrer Institute, Radiopharmacy Division, 5232 Villigen-PSI, 
Switzerland 

CGP 11305A (Brofaromine) is known to be a reversible and selec
tive inhibitor of the A-form of monoamine oxidase (1). In order to 
quantify the enzyme A and also be in position to assess the inhibi
tory properties of brofaromine in the human brain using positron 
emission tomography (PET), we chose to label CGP 11305A with a 
positron emitter carbon-11. 

11C-Brofaromine 2 was labelled by methylation with 11C-Mel using 
the corresponding desmethyl precursor CGP 35748 1 (scheme 1). 
The best reaction condition achieved so far is by using 5M NaOH as 
base in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 80°C and a reaction time of 
2.5-5 min. 
Purification of 11C-brofaromine is achieved by HPLC using a reverse 
phase Phenomenex C-18 column with MeCN/H3P04 (0.1%) = 31/69 
as mobile phase. The fraction is collected between 10-12 min 
(wavelength = 254 nm and flow = 4 mU min). 

NH 

.. ncn3oN 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of C-brofaromine 2 

The identity and purity of 11 C-brofaromine were also assessed by 
1H-NMR and HPLC on the carrier in the peak having the same 
retention time as the authentic sample. The radiochemical purity as 
determined by radio-HPLC is between 98-99%. 
Work is now in progress to optimize reaction conditions. 
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11C-lomazenil 

'G. Westera. ' I . Eberle, *W. Hunkeler, **S. Ametamey, **H.-F. Beer, 
"P.A. Schubiger 
"Division of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, 8091 Zürich, 
*F. Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, **Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen-
PSI, Switzerland 

lomazenil has possibilities as a compound which maps the benzo-
diapine receptor (1). 123l-Labeled lomazenil has been used as a 
tracer for SPECT (2). 
To enable a direct comparison of SPECT data with the more easily 
quantifiable PET results, we have prepared 11C-lomazenil in a 
remotely controlled system. 
11C-lomazenil was prepared by methylation with 11C-Mel of 
demethyl-lomazenil (Scheme). 

lomazenil labeling with 11C 

CH2CH3 
Mel. DMF 

• O 

f N J l o / C H 2 C H 3 

I O 

L il 
N 

I // \ 
I O CH3 

Purification: Reversed Phase HPLC eluting with 0.01% H ^O,, / AcCN 

11C-Mel was produced by the usual method via LiAIH4 reduction of 
11C-C02 in THF and (after removal of the THF) reaction of 11C-
MeOH with Hl.The subsequent reaction with demethyl-lomazenil in 
300 \û DMF, containing 1 mg/ml demethyl-lomazenil and 0.45 mg/ml 
NaH, proceeded (2 min, 80°) with a radiochemical yield of 40-50%. 
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The compound was purified by preparative reversed phase HPLC 
(Nucleosil-C18) eluting with 0.1% H3PO4/ACCN = 70/30. The eluent 
was removed under low pressure in a rotavapor and the product 
was redissolved in phosphate buffer pH 7.5. 
Quality control was performed with a similar analytical HPLC 
system, eluting with 0.1% H3P04/AcCN = 60/40. 
The radiochemical yield (not corrected for decay) amounted to about 
5%after3half-lifes. 
An experiment using a small amount of non radioactive Mel vapor 
(25 ml, 1 mMol) was performed and the product isolated by the 
same method. Subsequent NMR spectroscopy showed the N-
methylated product (especially the N-methyl protons at 3.21 
ppm) and no oxygen methylated analogon, which confirms the 
HPLC evidence for the identity of the product. 

References: 

1) lomazenil and other brain receptor tracers for SPECT. P.A. 
Schubiger and P.H. Hasler, Editors; Editiones <Roche>, Basel, 
1990. 

2) H.-F. Beer et al. J. Nucl. Med. 31:1007 (1990) 
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Comparison of a 11C- and 123l-D1-Ligand 

I. Rossetti*, L.D. Frey*. Ch. Foged+, Ch. Halldin', A. Maier*. 
H. Steinert*. H.-F. Beer*, P. A. Schubiger* 
*Switzerland, +Denmark, "Sweden 

Introduction 
Recently, several potential antipsychotics, substituted benzazepines 
have been studied as selective antagonists for the central dopamine 
D-1 receptors. One of these compounds, the benzazepine NNC 
0756 (1) labelled with 11C was proved to be a suitable PET tracer 
for mapping CNS D1-receptors. Therefore we decided to prepare 
the 123l labelled analog as a SPET tracer to explore these sites 
further. 

Labelling conditions 
For PET studies the NNC 0756 derivate was labelled by N-alkylation 
(2) of the desmethyl precursor with 11C-methyliodide. The methyla-
tion was performed in acetone by heating the solution at 90°C for 5 
minutes. 
The 123l labelled derivate of NNC 0756 was prepared by 
Cu(l) assisted nucleophilic halogen exchange (3). The vial contai
ning 1.5 mg of the bromo precursor, 5 mg ascorbic acid dissolved in 
1 ml 0.1 M H3PO4, 50 ni CuS04-5H20 and Na[123l]l was heated 
over 90 minutes at 155°C. The reaction mixture was then purified 
using RP-18 HPLC and a solution of 0.36 M H3P04/EtOH 
(65:35) containing 0.01 M (NH4)2 HP04 as eluent 

In vivo experiments 
To estimate the dopamine D-1 receptor density in the brain, PET 
investigation was performed on a healthy man whereas the 123l 
labelled NNC derivate was injected intravenously first in female rats 
and then in a Rhesus monkey. We also studied in vitro auto
radiography to demonstrate the specific versus non-specific binding 
in different regions of brain. 
For in vivo experiments with the iodo compound, a dose of about 
200 pCi was injected into the tail vein of 15 female rats. Groups of 
three rats were sacrificed at 10, 30, 60, 180 and 900 minutes after 
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administration of the radioligand. The brain was dissected into two 
sections, cerebellum and striatum. Each part was weighed and 
counted in a gamma counter system. The data were expressed in 
percent injected dose per gram of organ. 
For a SPET-imaging, 5mCi of the compound were injected intra
venously to an anesthetized Rhesus monkey. Immediately after the 
injection a dynamic perfusion scan was started (10 sec/frame, total 
of 30 frames). SPET-scans of the brain were acquired 0.25h, 1h, 2h, 
3h and 4h after injection using a dedicated three-head rotating 
gamma-camera. Additional whole-body planar images were 
acquired using a two-head camera. The images were analyzed incl. 
retrieving time-activity curves over thorax, brain and liver/upper 
abdomen from the planar images. 

Results and Discussion 
The values obtained in rat experiments showed a 
striatum/cerebellum ratio of about 1 which was not high enough to 
demonstrate the specific uptake of the compound for D-1 receptors. 
The regional cerebral distribution in rat brain, as measured by in 
vitro autoradiography, also displayed high non specific retention. 
SPET images showed no significant tracer accumulation in the basal 
ganglia 90 min after injection 35% of the activity was already 
washed out of the brain. Time activity curves showed a fast hepato-
biliar elimination. 
As all SPET results demonstrated congruently that the compound 
didn't show high uptake in striatum, we conclude that it is not a good 
SPET tracer. 
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Problem of metabolism of 6-[18F]fluoro-L-dopa [6-
FDOPA] In PET tracer kinetics: Can no-carrier-added 
(NCA) form help? 

G. N. Reddv. M. Haeberli, I. Guentherand M. Psylla 
Paul Scherrer Institute, 5232 Villigen- PSI, Switzerland. 

Deficiency of dopamine in the nigro-striatal system has been linked 
to Parkinson's disease (PD). L-Dopa therapy often ameliorates 
associated clinical symptoms. However, large doses of it cause side 
effects. The plasma half-life of L-dopa is ~60 min and only less than 
1% of oral-dose enters the brain unchanged because of extensive 
peripheral metabolism by aromatic amino acid decarboxylase 
(AAAD), catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) and monoamine 
oxidase (MAO). Inhibition of peripheral AAAD reduces the thera
peutic dose by 70% and increases brain-bioavailability to 5 to 10%. 
However the half-life of L-dopa is not prolonged. L-Dopa is now 
acted by COMT to give more 3-O-methyldopa which crosses the 
blood-brain barrier and inhibits neuronal uptake of L-dopa. It has a 
haff life of 15 h (1). Moreover 3-O-methyldopa perturbs the tyrosine 
hydroxylase activity and hence the natural balance of catecho
lamines in brain (2). Thus a compromise is necessary in therapy and 
in studying dopaminergic functions with inhibitors. 

These findings have implications in the PET investigations of dopa
minergic function with the tracer 6-FDOPA which has been 
developed as a model to study the peripheral and central metabo
lism of endogenous L-dopa (3,4). Thus 6-FDOPA is beset with the 
same metabolism problems and more. The half-life of carrier added 
6-FDOPA in plasma in humans pretreated with carbidopa is -30 min 
and O-methylation by COMT is 6 times faster than with L-dopa. In 
animals, the transport of 6-FDOPA across the blood-brain-barrier 
(BBB) is slightly faster compared to that of L-dopa. 3-0-Methyl-6-
FDOPA transported across BBB two times faster than 6-FDOPA 
(5,6). 
The 6-fluorodopamine (6-FDA) turnover in rat-striatum is slower 
than that (less than 1%) of endogenous dopamine. In addition, 6-
FDOPA does not enter the tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) pathway 
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where hydroxylation of tyrosine is the rate determining step in the 
synthesis of endogenous dopa. This means its use as a dopaminer
gic probe may be limited. Moreover only 1% of brain activity of 6-
FDA is retained in striatum and rest is metabolized. This suggests 
that unlike endogenous dopamine, 99% of 6-FDA enters small fast 
turnover pool and 1% enters the protected large slow turnover pool 
(5). 6-FDA is further metabolized into 6-fluoro-3,4-dihydroxy-
phenylacetic acid (6-FDOPAC) and 6-fluoro-3-methoxy-4-hydroxy-
phenylacetic acid (6-HVA). These metabolites make up about 10 -
20% of cerebral metabolites of 6-FDOPA. As 3-0-methyl-6-FDOPA 
is not decarboxylated by AAAD, 6-HVA must come from the action 
of brain COMT on 6-FDA (and subsequent oxidation by MAO) or 
from 6-FDOPAC. If this is so, then a portion of 3-0-methyl-6-FDOPA 
activity would come from the action of COMT in brain, which has 
been omitted as insignificant in the tracer kinetic models. 

In conjunction with the above observations, 6-FDOPA with a higher 
specific activity may show some advantages. We have been able to 
implement routine productions of NCA 6-FDOPA and to test the 
tracer properties in vivo (7). It does exhibit some differences in the 
metabolite profile compared to carrier-added form. The advantages 
and disadvantages of NCA 6-FDOPA as a tracer and its possible 
role in tracer kinetic modelling would be discussed. 

References: 

1) Kaakkola S et al J. Neurochem. 1993, 60,137. 
2) Muruyama W et al J. Neural Transm[GenSect] 1992,90,183 
3) Melega WP et al. Biochem. Pharmacol. 1990,39,1853. 
4) Melega WP et al J.Cereb Blood Flow Metab 1991,11_, 890. 
5) Reith J et al J.Cereb Blood Flow Metab 1990,10, 707. 
6) DouJet DJ et al J.Cereb Blood Flow Metab 1991, H . 726. 
7) Reddy GN et al Appl. Radiât. Isot. 1993, in press. 
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Recent developments in PET radiopharmaceuticals. 
Radiochemical and radiopharmacological aspects. 

G. Stöcklin, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Institut für Nuklearchemie, 
Jülich, Germany 

No abstract requested 
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PET-Scanning - significance of tracer uptake 
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The PSI PET-programme: Pathophysiology and 
pharmacology 

K.L. Leenders, Paul Scherrer Institute, PET-Programme, 5232 
Villigen-PSI, Switzerland 
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Drug research 

P. Waldmeier, CIBA-Geigy, Forschungs Biologie CNS, 4002 Basel, 
Switzerland 
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PET-Scannlng: Clinical Expectations 

G.K. von Schulthess, MD, PhD. Division of Nuclear Medicine, 
Department of Medical Radiology, University Hospital Zürich, 
Switzerland 

The future of clinical PET has dramatically changed since the two 
major medical equipment manufacturers General Electric and 
Siemens have decided to become involved with the production and 
marketing of the major PET components, i.e. PET Scanners and 
Cyclotrons. The decision of the two companies is based on the 
clinical results which have emerged during the last several years. 
Consensus exists that clinical PET is excellent to evaluate: 
-tumor metabolism, thereby determining a parameter related to 
malignancy of a tumor, differentiating tumor from scar tissue and 
radiation necrosis. 

- epilepsy, where it can help to define the epileptogenic focus, 
-neurodegenerative disorders, where it may help to distinguish 
Alzheimer's from other dementias, 

-cardiac ischemia, where it appears to be the best method to 
identify hibernating myocardium, i.e. heart tissue which is 
chronically ischemic but not yet infarcted. 

The clinical applications are thus numerous and the number of 
patients for whom a PET scan may be beneficial, is potentially large. 
The major challenge for clinical PET is therefore no longer the need 
to demonstrate that it indeed exists but to define protocols, which 
permit efficient patient scanning in standard imaging times of 60 to 
90 minutes. While the scanner technology has matured to a point 
where this is no longer a problem - importantly because the 
manufacturers know how to build imaging machines -, automated, 
reliable radiochemistry is the principal key to a successful clinical 
operation. While research applications of PET are fascinating and 
tailor made radiopharmaceuticals the joy of any radiochemist and 
research clinician, clinical PET will be successful or disappear in its 
first decade depending on whether routine production of the 
principal 18F and 11C radiopharmaceuticals can be accomplished 
with an almost electronic reliability. It is thus not medicine but radio-
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Chemical technology which will ultimately determine how important 
PET will become as a clinical modality. 
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Satellite-PET to complete pathophysiological 
imaging in clinical research and routine. 

U. Buell, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Technical University of 
Aachen, Aachen, Germany 

At least four steps are comprised in a so called PET center to 
manage positron emission tomography (PET): 
1. radionuclide production (cyclotron) 
(involved: radiophysics, radiochemistry) 
2. development and production of radiopharmaceuticals/ 
compounds 
(involved: radiochemistry, nuclear medicine) 
3. application, injection into humans/patients, diagnostic imaging 
with a PET scanner 
(involved: nuclear medicine) 
4. mathematical approach, modelling, quality control, radiation 
safety 
(involved: physics, mathematics, nuclear medicine) 

If steps 1./2. and 374. are performed at topographically different 
locations (distance of less than 150 km), 3./4. represents a so called 
satellite-PET. On one hand, this approach is restricted by exclusion 
of ultra short-lived radiopharmaceuticals as 13N, 11C, on the other 
hand most interesting and promising radiopharmaceuticals, labeled 
with 18F may be transported, e.g., by car, or dispensed from 
generators (Rb, Cu) or from generator-like micro-cyclotrones 
producing 1 50. In addition, clinically accepted SPECT protocols 
(e.g., perfusion, receptor imaging) may be employed for completion. 
Thus, the clinical focus could be put on special indications in clinical 
research and/or routine. 
From this approach at least two diagnostic foci, as yet not available, 
may be achieved, viz. 
A) metabolic or proliferative imaging, and B) quantitation. 
Subgroups of A are myocardial, cerebral or tumor meta
bolism/viability/proliferation (e.g., determined with 18FDGIucose, -
Tyrosine). B yields quantitation of blood flow (ml/min/g) or the meta
bolic rate (mmol/min/g). Combinations of PET and SPECT are made 
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available by employing overlay methods, derived from sophisticated 
merging of data-sets in dedicated computer systems. In addition, 
morphological landmarks and informations may be added from X-
ray CT and/or MRl. 

Since a PET center (steps 1 .-4.) is, however, an expensive 
installation concerning both, instrumental and staff resources, 
satellite PET, established in an already active and well equipped 
department of Nuclear Medicine, reduces actual costs per patient to 
1350,- DM per examination, which is in the range of costs accepted 
for MRI imaging. 
For clinical PET as a satellite to a PET-center, special examination 
protocols (e.g., transmission and emission done on two different 
days or attenuation derived from a mathematical approach) increase 
the number of patients examined per week (three emission days) to 
about ten by a one-ring machine. Larger fields of view (three 
rings) yields higher numbers. 
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Clinical options using PET 



CH3bl)01-0? 

PET Imaging of nonbraln tumors - an oncological need 

G. Munkel. U. Ulmer 
Pau) Scherrer Institute, Division of Radiation Medicine, 5232 
Villigen-PSI, Switzerland 

Since 1982, Pi-minus mesons have been used for the irradiation of 
deep seated malignant tumors at PSI. The physical characteristics 
of this charged particle and the unique, 3-D conformai and dynamic 
application technique used, enable us to treat lesions in delicate 
anatomical sites and/or large tumors (up to several liters) with locally 
curative doses. Today the generally accepted indications are mainly 
sarcomas, which are usually not definitely curable by surgery alone 
or are in many cases not operable at all. Advanced cervical cancer 
is another malignancy we treat with high local doses, as this tumor 
also can not be operated curatively or irradiated sufficiently by use 
of conventional techniques. One problem of these bulky malignan
cies is the residual mass left after the radiation treatment. Slowly 
growing tumors are slowly regressing, and in many cases we have a 
permanent residual mass, which is called "stable disease". The 
follow up of these masses is performed radiologically by CT and 
MR. Needle biopsies show in principle necrotic tumor cells and are 
not very predictive. CT and MRI give information about the volume 
and the geographical situation, however, enhancement of contrast 
media or magnetopharmaceuticals can be reactive after irradiation, 
inflammatory or sign of tumor growth. Operative exploitation is in 
most of the cases impossible or inappropriate. In following up 
patients with stable disease we need a non-invasive method which 
shows tumor activity as specifically as possible. PET could be such 
a method, though FDG tumor studies have up to now been not very 
convincing. We expect 11C-Methionin to be a substance of choice 
with the ability to show metabolic activity in the tumor. Therefore, we 
started, in collaboration with the PSI-PET-group, a first approach to 
imaging malignancies in different anatomical sites, excluding the 
brain. The aim is to initially find out, which kinds of tumor histologies 
and locations are suitable for Methionin-PET studies before, during, 
and after radiation treatment. In the second part of our study we 
hope to work out a qualitative and quantitative relation between 
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uptake of 11C-Methionin in residual masses after radiation therapy 
and tumor metabolism indicating local tumor regrowth. 
The first imaging results of different tumors will be shown, a very 
preliminary evaluation and the future program will be discussed. The 
project is performed by the groups of the Biomedical Sciences 
Department at PSI and mainly supported by the Swiss Cancer 
League. 
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Epilepsy 

Heinz Gregor Wieser, Department of Neurology 
University Hospital, 8091 Zürich, Switzerland 

The potential value of functional imaging techniques for mapping 
anatomical substrates of specific epileptic behaviors is well demon
strated by studies using 2-deoxyglucose (2DG) autoradiography in 
experimental animal models of epilepsy. Similar studies with PET on 
patients with epilepsy have been somewhat more difficult to inter
pret, in part because of the more limited spatial and contrast resolu
tion and difficulties with quantitative analysis. In addition, the short 
half-life of positron emitting isotopes requires that PET images be 
obtained immediately after tracer preparation, restricting ictal studies 
to seizures that occur fortuitously after tracer injection, to seizures 
that can be provoked at will, or to epilepsia partialis continua. 

Many interictal PET studies using FDG have now been carried out 
on patients with chronic partial seizures. These studies generally 
agree that the majority of such patients will demonstrate one or 
more zones of hypo-metabolism corresponding to the presumed 
epileptogenic area (Engel et al., 1982; Theodore et al., 1983; 
Yamomoto et al., 1984; Abou Khalil et al., 1987; Stefan et al., 1987; 
Hajek et al., 1993). Focal hypo-metabolism is most commonly en
countered in patients with complex partial seizures, who usually 
demonstrate decreased LCMRGIc involving one or both temporal 
lobes (TL). This finding is consistently reported in about 70% of 
patients with complex partial seizures in the aforementioned studies, 
all of which utilized visual ROI placement. When careful pathological 
analysis has been carried out on TL tissue resected for treatment of 
medically intractable seizures, the zone (with visually placed 
anatomic ROIs) of hypometabolism, if present, is invariably found to 
be larger than the area of structural damage (Engel et al., 1982). 
Comparison of FDG-PET with magnetic resonance imaging has 
revealed a similar relationship between large areas of hypometabo
lism and well localized or no evidence of a structural lesion (Sperling 
et al., 1986; Theodore et al., 1986; Henry et al., 1987). On the other 
hand, some patients have pathological (Engel et al., 1987; Henry et 
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al., 1987) or MRI (Sperling et al., 1986; Theodore et al., 1986; Henry 
et al., 1987) lesions with apparently normal LCMRGIc, however, in 
these studies ratio analyses were used, which would miss bitempo
ral hypometabolism. These observations strongly suggest that FDG-
PET abnormalities do not merely reflect structural damage, but 
rather indicate relatively extensive disruption of interictal neuronal 
function related to epileptogenesis. 

The nature of the neuronal disturbances responsible for localized 
interictal hypometabolism in patients with partial seizures is 
unknown. Since there is no correlation between the presence of fre
quency of interictal EEG spikes and the presence or degree of 
interictal hypometabolism (Engel et al., 1982; Engel, 1988), the EEG 
must measure a different aspect of neuronal dysfunction in epilepsy 
than FDG-PET. The former indicates an occasional high degree of 
synchrony among some neurons within the epileptogenic region, 
while the latter indicates that synaptic activity in this region is 
generally hypoactive (Engel, 1988). How this hypofunction relates to 
epileptogenicity is not clear; however, the presence or degree of a 
zone of hypometabolism does not appear to correlate with either 
seizure recency or frequency (Henry et al., 1987). 

Temporal lobe hypometabolism does not always indicate that spon
taneous seizures are generated in this area. Although the correla
tion between a zone of TL hypometabolism correlates reliably with 
the side of ictal onset, this findings has been occasionaliy observed 
in patients with extratemporal epileptogenic lesions whose seizures 
habitually propagate into mesial temporal structures. It is rare for 
patients with simple partial seizures to exhibit isolated interictal 
zones of neocortical hypometabolism in the absence of gross 
structural lesions, suggesting a unique propensity for mesial 
temporal structures to induce those functional disturbances required 
to produce TL hypo-metabolism. Presumably these changes are 
brought about as a result of, or in reaction to, certain types of ictal 
discharges occurring in the TL during limbic seizures, whether origi
nating there or propagated from other cortical sites. 
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PET studies of interictal local cerebral blood flow (Kuhl et ai., 1980; 
Bemardi et al., 1983; Yamamoto et al., 1984) and local cerebral 
metabolic rate for oxygen (Yamamoto et al., 1984; Bernardi et al., 
1983) in patients with complex partial seizures have yielded results 
similar to those reported for FDG-PET studies. One study (Bernardi 
et al., 1983) suggests that local increases in oxygen extraction frac
tion may more reliably indicate the epileptogenic region than either 
local decreases in cerebral blood flow or local decreases in metabo
lic rate for oxygen. More recently, PET with 11C-carfentanil has 
been used to measure u,-opiate receptor binding in patients with 
complex partial seizures (Frost et al., 1988). These workers reported 
enhancement of uopiate receptor binding in the hypometabolic 
temporal lobe, but only in lateral temporal neocortex. Since patholo
gical studies were not carried out in these patients, it cannot be 
determined whether the lack of normal enhancement of mesial 
temporal binding indicates a specific lateral site of opiate dysfunc
tion, or whether it merely reflects hippocampal cell loss. Such a 
differential pattern in opioid function might be expected in epilepsy, 
however, since endogenous opioids have a predominantly inhibitory 
action in neocortex, and a predominantly excitatory (dis-
inhibitory) action in hippocampus (Dingledine, 1981). PET studies 
with the non-selective ligand 11C-dlprenorphlne, however, were 
inconclusive (Frost et al., 1989; Bartenstein et al., in press). 

It is worth noting that the resolution of PET scanners used for these 
studies was insufficient to detect specific activation of substantia 
nigra, which is particularly hyper-metabolic on 2DG autoradiographs 
of generalized seizures in rats (Engel et al 1978). 

Patients with secondary generalized epileptic disorders which 
can be classified as the Lennox-Gastaut syndrome have also 
been studied with FDG-PET (Chugani et al., 1987, Theodore et al., 
1987; Gur et al., 1982). A variety of interictal metabolic patterns 
have been reported, including focal, multifocal, unilateral, and 
diffuse hypometabolism, as well as normal metabolism. These data 
agree with the belief that the Lennox-Gastaut syndrome is not a 
distinct pathophysiologic entity, but rather a non-specific electro-
clinical manifestation of widespread cerebral damage. FDG-PET 
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studies may help to establish subclassifications of this syndrome 
that have implications for prognosis and therapy. It is not always 
clear what constitutes an interictal or ictal state in patients with the 
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, and definite ictal FDG-PET scans have 
not yet been obtained. Some patients with this disorder, however, 
may demonstrate local hypermetabolism when no apparent seizure 
has occurred (Chugani et al., 1988). 
Preliminary studies of infantile spasms and neonatal seizures 
(Chugani et al., 1985, 1986) have also revealed a variety of anato
mical patterns of metabolic disturbances suggesting that all these 
clinical syndromes represent age-dependent reactions to nonspeci
fic cerebral insult. 

Ictai FDG-PET studies in patients with partial seizure disorders 
have been possible. Although quantitative analysis of LCMRGIc 
cannot be carried out under non-steady-state conditions, such 
studies demonstrate patterns of increased and decreased FDG 
uptake-phosphorylation which reflect neuronal activity: (1) at the site 
of ictal onset, (2) in areas of ictal spread, and (3) in regions involved 
in post-ictal depression. Simple partial seizures unassociated with 
impaired consciousness can be associated with well confined 
hypermetabolism when the ictal discharge remains limited, or more 
diffuse unilateral hypermetabolism when intrahemispheric spread 
occurs (Engel et ai., 1982, 1983). In patients with epilepsia 
partialis continua, multiple regions of hypermetabolism were 
present (Engel et al., 1983), including ipsilateral thalamus (Hajek et 
al., 1991). 

Ictal FDG-PET scans of complex partial seizures also include 
regions of hypometabolism which are presumed to reflect postictal 
depression (Engel et al., 1983). The absence of hypometabolic 
zones on FDG-PET scans of simple partial seizures does not rule 
out some degree of decreased LCMRGIc within those same areas 
exhibiting increased metabolism. It seems reasonable, therefore, to 
assume that some neurons participate more strongly in postictal 
than in ictal events, while the opposite may not be true. 
FDG-PET studies, therefore, can localize the site of enduring, but 
reversible, postictal neuronal dysfunction. 
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Children with primary generalized childhood absence epilepsy 
have normal interictal PET scans, and absences induced by hyper
ventilation are associated with marked diffuse increases in glucose 
metabolism (Engel et al., 1985). The final averaged metabolic rate is 
greater during these absence seizures than during partial or genera
lized convulsive seizures, presumably because absence seizures 
are not associated with postictal depression and, therefore, a period 
of hypometabolism is not included in the final image (Engel et al., 
1982, 1985). 

Generalized tonic-clinic convulsions have been studied in 
patients receiving electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) for affective dis
orders (Engel et al., 1982; Ackermann et al., 1986). Such seizures 
are associated with profound diffuse hypometablism during the 
postictal phase, and either diffuse hypermetabolism, hypometabo
lism or no change when the ictal phase is included in FDG uptake 
period of the scan. 

Conclusions 
PET has added valuable information to our knowledge of the human 
epilepsies. The most important observations have been the identifi
cation of localized regions of interictal cerebral dysfunction in 
patients with partial epilepsy, revealed with PET as local hypometa
bolism, hypoperfusion, or (in one study) enhanced uopiate receptor 
binding. The following general conclusions about the anatomy of 
epilepsy can be drawn from interictal PET studies: 
1) interictal neuronal dysfunction is not limited to the site of ictal 
onset, nor to brain areas immediately adjacent to structural damage; 
2) temporal lobe dysfunction is most commonly encountered, 
usually in association with primary epileptogenic lesions in mesial 
temporal structures, but also on occasion with lateral temporal or 
extratemporal epileptogenic lesions which preferentially propagate 
to mesial temporal structures to give rise to complex partial 
seizures. It is now accepted that interictal 18F-FDG PET correctly 
latéralisés the primarily epileptic temporal lobe in approximately 70% 
of patients. As a consequence of inclusion of PET into the UCLA 
presurgical evaluation protocol, Engel et al. (1987) were able to 
operate on 28% of the patients without using invasive methods. 
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Furthermore, 18F-FDG PET seems to be able to differentiate bet
ween the syndrome of mesial TL epilepsy (TLE), mesial TLE 
associated with small mesial tumors, and TLE with lateral temporal 
seizure onset (Hajek et al, 1993). Since mesial TLE is remediable to 
selective surgical treatment, such as amygdalo-hippocampectomy 
(Wieser & Yasargil, 1982), the contribution of 18F-FDG PET to the 
non-invasive diagnosis of this syndrome is evident. 
3) local isolated neocortical dysfunction associated with simple 
partial seizures is only rarely revealed by PET; 
4) remote interictal cerebral dysfunction associated with complex 
partial seizures is not necessarily limited to the involved TL, since 
contralateral temporal, extratemporal neocortical and cerebellar 
dysfunction may also be seen, in highly variable combinations; 
5) a variety of anatomical patterns of interictal cerebral dysfunction 
occur in secondary generalized epilepsies, which may be related to 
symptoms and signs; 6) no diffuse or localized interictal cerebral 
dysfunction has been identified by PET in patients with primary 
generalized childhood absence seizures. 
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Cerebral arteriovenous malformation: metabolic and 
perfusion effects 

P.O. Slosman, B. Demierre°, D.A. Rüfenacht* 
Divisions of Nuclear Medicine, "Neurosurgery and Neuroradiology 
Geneva University Hospital, 1211 Geneva 14, Switzerland 

The PET group started at the university hospital of Geneva in the 
late 70's with the development of a camera HIDAC. In 1982, a pair 
of small 20cmx20cm prototype detectors were installed at the 
division of nuclear medicine. The clinical applications were restricted 
to small volume structures and included animal studies (1,2). Sub
sequently, a rotating PET camera was developed by Dr. D. 
Townsend. BGO block detectors with no septa and an algorithm for 
quantitative 3D imaging were used (3). In summer 1991, a RPT 
prototype was installed and since then nearly 200 clinical investiga
tions were performed. The clinical investigations were however 
limited by the scarce of FDG supply and only few applications were 
explored. Indications included diagnosis of lung cancer (4) and 
staging of ENT tumors. Since 9 months, cerebral metabolic investi
gation became a priority and nearly fifty cases have been studied 
with FDG PET, HMPAO SPECT and 201TI SPECT respectively, if 
required. This included cerebral tumor, epilepsy and cerebral arte
riovenous malformation (AVM). Recently, PET has been used to 
investigate brain AVMs (5,6). In the aim to determine the impact of 
AVM on the loco-regional cerebral cortical perfusion and metabo
lism. The study of brain AVMs is of interest because there is an 
impact on cerebral blood flow as well as on metabolism due to loco-
regional hemodynamic disturbance. This impact is not constant and 
correlation with morphologic and hemodynamic aspects of a brain 
AVM can be considered before and after treatment if performed. 
We report the preliminary results of the study actually including 6 
patients with a brain AVM. The radiological studies performed were 
FDG PET and HMPAO SPECT as well as arteriography, CT and 
MRI prior to treatment. Two of them had a similar radiological 
investigation on follow-up within 2 months after neurosurgical treat
ment (1) and selective endovascular treatment (1). 
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Prior therapy, several perfusion and FDG metabolic patterns were 
noticed. In half the cases, the regional FDG hypometabolism was 
more extensive than the perfusion defect or the size of AVM. In two 
cases, FDG and HMPAO scans showed a limited hypoactivity of 
identical size well corresponding to the morphologic location of the 
AVM as defined by MRI. The location of these AVMs were on the 
lateral cortical surface. The sixth case, a small AVM, with location 
deep in the calcarin fissure, showed almost no metabolism or 
perfusion disorder. Dynamic scans were acquired visualizing early 
activity corresponding to blood pooling within the AVM. 
Follow-up studies after intervention were performed in 2 patients. 
Both these studies showed very similar results. A significant and 
marked improvement in perfusion was found on HMPAO SPECT 
while FDG PET metabolic scans remained almost unchanged. 
In conclusion, this preliminary study shows that RPT and the 
PET/SPECT protocol used could be a valuable technique to further 
evaluate the still controversial hemodynamic repercussions of cere
bral AVM on loco-regional cerebral perfusion and metabolism. 
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Clinical PET in a myopathic disorder 

J.Th.Locher. L.D.Frey, T.Stratz*. W.Müller* 
Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Kantonsspital Aarau (Switzerland) and 
*Hochrheininstitut für Rheumaforschung, Bad Säckingen (Germany) 

Introduction 
Generalized tendomyopathy, or fibromyalgia (FM), is a disease 
characterized by widespread pain in the musculoskeletal system 
which usually begins at a single site, e.g. as low-back pain or 
cervical syndrome, and develops into generalized pain over months 
or years. The disorder affects primarily women, beginning around 
the age of 35 years and reaching its peak during or after the meno
pause. Its etiology is still unknown. Secondary forms are observed 
particularly in rheumatoid arthritis. 

Aim of the study 
In order to get more information on FM we determined the local 
metabolic rate of glucose in vivo in the skeletal muscle (lumbar 
region) with dynamic 18F-FDG PET. 2 healthy volunteers and 8 
female patients with FM reaching in age from 31 to 53 years were 
scanned. 

Method 
As 18F-FDG PET scanning is a metabolic tool, it is crucial to ob
serve standardized conditions of metabolic steady-state. We used, 
therefore, the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic insulin clamp technique 
to stimulate the myogenic glucose uptake under stable plasma 
glucose levels. 

Results 
The local metabolic rates of glucose utilization were estimated with a 
non-linear least squares fit on the 3 compartment 18F-FDG-model 
(1). A lumped constant of 0.67 was assumed. Under glucose clamp 
conditions patients with FM showed a significantly (p< 0.001) lower 
metabolic rate of glucose (4.3 + 1.1 |imol/100 g tissue/ 
min) compared with normal volunteers (8.5 + 2.3 u.mol/100 g/min). 
Due to a significantly (p< 0.005) increased glucose backflow from 
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the tissue into the vascular space (k2 in kinetic model) the rate of 
phosphorylation was markedly reduced in patients with FM. In 
contrast the other parameters of the kinetic model were normal. 

Conclusion 
Our results are highly significant and indicate a locally increased 
backflow of glucose from the muscular tissue into the vascular 
space leading to lower glucose contents of the affected muscles in 
FM. The reasons of this local change of glucose kinetics and its 
pathophysiological significance have to be further elucidated. 

Reference: 
1) Sokoloff L. et al.: J Neurochem 28: 879-916 (1977) 
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Cardiac Positron Emission Tomography: 
Introduction 

R. Lerch, Cardiology Center, University Hospital, Geneva, 
Switzerland 

The quantitative potential of positron emission tomography 
(PET) and the applicability with compounds of physiological interest 
(metabolic substrates, metabolically trapped molecules) labeled with 
15Q, 13N, HC or 18F make the method suitable for the assessment 
of myocardial perfusion and metabolism in absolute terms. The 
noninvasiveness of the method and the short physical half-life of 
positron emitting radionuclides allow repeat measurements in 
patients and in experimental animals. Accordingly, PET has evolved 
as a powerful research tool in both experimental and clinical 
research in cardiology. 
Although the theoretical advantages of PET over conventional 
radionuclide imaging are obvious, its role in clinical decision making 
is still controversial. Proposed clinical applications of PET in cardiac 
patients include the detection of coronary artery disease and the 
assessment of viability of acontractile myocardial regions. The 
sensitivity and specificity of perfusion imaging with PET for the 
diagnosis of coronary artery disease are in the order of 95% and 
80%, respectively (1). Furthermore, recovery of contractile function 
after reperfusion interventions could be predicted with remarkable 
accuracy based on monitoring of myocardial extraction of 18F-2-
fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (2) or of clearance of (1-11C) acetate activity 
(3). However, because of the high costs, the impact of PET on 
morbidity and mortality in cardiac patients and the superiority over 
less costly conventional imaging techniques will need to be further 
established before widespread use of this approach in clinical 
cardiology. 

References: 

1) Go et al, J Nucl Med 1990; 31:1899-1905; 
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3) Gropler et al, J Am Coll Cardiol 1992; 19: 989-97. 
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Cardiac PET: Experiences at Aarau 

J.Th.Locher, L.D.Frey, H.R.Jenzer 
Kantonsspital Aarau, Switzerland 

introduction 
Recent clinical data suggest that the FDG/flow mismatch using PET 
imaging is a most valuable index of myocardial "viability". In combi
nation with tracer kinetic models regional myocardial blood flow can 
be quantitated. Metabolic imaging in patients with advanced 
coronary artery disease allows the delineation of ischemically com
promised but viable myocardium. Therefore, the method has a great 
diagnostic impact for the selection of patients to be treated by 
revascularization surgery. 

Method 
Since the end of 1991 we used the study protocol recommended by 
the EEC concerted action on PET cardiology, which organize a 
multicenter trial in Europe to evaluate the functional outcome after 
revascularization (PTCA or CABG) in a limited number of strongly 
selected patients. This protocol deals with various physiological and 
methodological parameters, which could influence the measure
ments. In this communication we concentrate on one of them, 
namely the standardization of the dietary state. We report on our 
experiences with the 'hyperinsulinemic euglycemic glucose clamp'. 

Glucose clamp 
The rational of this method is based on the maintenance of the 
plasma glucose concentration during an insulin infusion (circa 40 
mU/m2) by means of a controlled exogenous glucose infusion (10-
20%, (1)). In comparison with the widely used technique of the oral 
glucose loading the clamp method is more invasive but the most 
accurate way to hold the glucemic baseline of the patient constant in 
face of a plateau of hyperinsulinemia. For the infusions and the 
controls of plasma glucose levels we used both an intraarterial and 
an intravenous cannulation. A special PC software program was 
written for monitoring the calibration of the infusion pumps. 
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Results 
Independent of the respective baseline glucose level in plasma it is 
possible to stabilize quickly this individual parameter even in an 
hyperinsulinemic state. This advantageous fact allows to start the 
FDG imaging after 30 min p.i. and, therefore, to improve the 
counting statistics and the picture quality in comparison with other 
protocols often demanding a delay of 45-60 min p.i. (e.g. with the 
method using the preinjection glucose loading). However, our limited 
experiences show us, that the mean advantage of the clamp method 
is the possibility of an exact reproduction of important baseline para
meters. Under such conditions the results are more accurate 
especially for the comparison and evaluation of therapeutic 
modalities. 

Conclusions 
For routine conditions the diagnostic accuracy of the ordinary 
glucose loading procedure is sufficient for the selection of the 
patients potentially profiting by revascularization surgery. But, for 
scientifically directed studies the clamp method is mandatory to get 
comparable results. 

Reference 

1) De Fronzo R et al.: Am J Physiol 237:214-223 (1979) 
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Detection of "Hibernating Myocardium", Experiences 
in Zürich 

A.Buck, B.Haubold-Reuter, G.K.von Schulthess 
Division of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Zürich, 
Switzerland 

Hibernating myocardium is severely ischemic tissue with reduced or 
lacking contractility, that nevertheless contains viable 
("hibernating") cells. It is found in a large fraction of damaged tissue 
that exhibits persistent defects in thallium or MIBI perfusion scinti
graphy (1). PET imaging with the glucose analogue 
[18F]Fluorodeoxyglucose and a suitable perfusion marker is the 
method of choice for its identification. The typical scintigraphic 
finding is normal to increased glucose matabolism combined with a 
severe defect in perfusion. A high fraction of the hibernating seg
ments diagnosed with PET show significant improvement in 
contractility following revascularization (2). 

Methods 
In our study we examined 36 patients with myocardial infarction. 
The diagnosis was established with EKG, elevated enzymes and 
cardiac catheterization. In all patients metabolic imaging was per
formed with PET 40-60 minutes following administration of 250-370 
MBq [18F]FDG and oral glucose loading (50g). In a first phase (22 
patients) perfusion imaging was done with thallium-201 due to lack 
of a suitable positron agent. SPECT imaging was performed 15 
minutes following intravenous injection of 100 MBq thallium-201 
chloride at rest. In phase II (14 patients) rubidium-82 became 
available and perfusion imaging was performed prior to the FDG 
scan using 1000-1500 MBq 82Rb. In all patients of phase II, wall 
motility information from echocardiography or radionuclide ventri
culography was available. 
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Data analysis 
The perfusion and metabolic scans were analyzed visually by 2 
independent Nuclear Medicine physicians. Hibernating myocardium 
was identified according to the criteria of Schelbert et al. (3). 

Results 
Hibernating myocardium was found in 14 of the 22 patients of phase 
I (64%) and in 5 of the 14 patients in phase II (36%). Of these 5, 2 
showed akinesia and 3 hypokinesia in the hibernating segments. Of 
the patients with no scintigraphic evidence of hibernating myocar
dium, 7 showed akinetic and 2 hypokinetic segments. 

Conclusion 
In total, evidence of hibernating myocardium was found in 19 of 36 
examined patients with myocardial infarction (52%). This high per
centage underlines the clinical importance of the method since 
significant improvement of contractile function of hibernating seg
ments can be expected following revascularization (2). 

References: 
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Seven-Pinhoie Tomography Makes 1 8 F FDG-Myo-
cardial Tomography Universally Available -
Experiences at Bern 

H. Rosier, U. B. Noelpp, F. Höflin, A. Fikrle, H. Ledermann, 
E.P. Ritter. Dept.of Nuclear Medicine, University of Bern/lnselspital, 
3010 Bern, Switzerland 

For cardiac work-up, seven-pinhole tomography (SPHT) using a 
standard Anger camera has 10 to 15 fold sensitivity compared to a 
modern triple-head camera and gives superior resolution. The 
resolution falls off with 18F by 48% compared to 99mTc. The SPH-
collimator was prepared for the 511 KeV annihilation quanta by a 
Wood's metal inlay. An additional lead shield protects the camera 
against emissions from the patient's body. 

Methods 
The patient is placed prone in a LAO position over the camera 
detector under the lead-shielded table, kept in place by a debatable 
mattress, and examined with perfusion tracer doses of 100 MBq 
201TI or 750 MBq 99mTc MIBI, injected together with 200 MBq 18F 
FDG. These amounts keep the total count rate below 5x104 cts/sec; 
there is no pile-up and less than 15% cross-talk. Data presentation 
takes advantage of modern computer techniques. 

Results 
Phantom studies show a clear separation of "segments" filled either 
with 99mTc or 18F. Patient studies with 18F application done after 
glucose loading (as demanded by PET users) showed poor 
contrast. Studies done fasting, however, confirm our previous 
results with clearly delineated areas of FDG-uptake in some of myo
cardial regions which had been interpreted as scars or ischemic 
lesions in the perfusion scans. The simultaneous data acquisition 
and the absolute geographic concordance of both functional 
conditions allow the correct identification of glucose-positive per
fusion defects and of "stressed" myocardium. 
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Conclusions 
SPHT with its high sensitivity and good resolution can easily be up
graded to a positron-emitter imaging system. The data are pre
sented semi-quantitatively, well adapted to clinical demands: the 
typical protocol compares perfusion and glucose uptake. Up to 6 
patients can be examined in one morning, and each result is 
immediately available. 
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